Student Campus Computing Committee (SC3)

Meeting Notes
April 2, 2019
Education, Building 02, Room 024 at 12:10 – 1pm

Present: Camron Dennler, Chairperson
Abi Rahman - Davies, CLA
Carter Terranova, CAED
Jacqueline Aenlle, Graduate Student
Michael Brazil, OCOB
Nicole Hill, CENG
Steven Pineda, Tech Group 1
Matthew Wallace, Tech Group 2
Matt Borda, CAFES
Alison Robinson, AVP for ITS
Kathryn Hammer, ITS

Absent: Isabella Roldan, CSM
Will Sambar, ASI Rep
Christine Bassett, Kennedy Library
Sarah Rutland, DRC

I. Information Technology Management Council (ITMC) Meeting Recap
Camron provided an overview of the ITMC meeting. At ITMC, Camron shared a recap of SC3’s activities for this academic year, discussed the mobile app and emphasized customizability. He proposed transitioning to a new Learning Management System (LMS) for a better mobile platform.

Alison shared a list of projects that were presented to ITMC. Reviewed the list of project requests estimated at <80 hours. These projects are prioritized by ITS. The Admin Solutions Workgroup prioritizes initiatives that are estimated at 80 - 240 hours. Reviewed the list of projects estimated at 240+ hours. These will be prioritized by ITMC. Discussed the initiative for the Library Computer Labs. Further discussions will be needed to determine which spaces and which software need to be available in the cloud. Discussed the initiative about improving WIFI across campus.

IT Governance information is available on the new IT Governance webpage: http://www.its.calpoly.edu/governance.

II. Mobile App Current Status
Alison shared insights about which platforms each California State University (CSU) uses. Thirteen CSU’s, including the Chancellor’s Office, use Modo. See the attachment “Mobile App Technology at California State Universities” and hand-outs from Modo and Appsian.

Reviewed the list of Modo modules. Approximately 30 modules come standard and some are required, i.e. Hosting by Modo Labs and Authenticate. Conversation continued about inviting Cal Poly students to prioritize which modules to include in the mobile app. Discussed options for circulating a survey. The UserVoice feedback tool is suggested as a way to receive input from students about the priorities.

Discussion about policy for CSU’s. There is not a policy that requires a platform to be used at each CSU.

Discussed the Modo module “Registrar/SIS module” and how it differs from what Appsian offers. Modo and Appsian will be integrated to provide students a single sign on experience.
III. **Input about the Learning Management System (LMS)**

Next week, Camron and Alison will attend a meeting with Mary Pedersen, Sr. Vice Provost, to discuss LMS. SC3 members offered talking points about a new LMS to bring to the meeting:

- The LMS needs to have mobile capabilities.
- Canvas is more sophisticated, and provides useful features that either aren’t available in Moodle or aren’t used in Moodle.
- Canvas is uniform, easier to navigate.

Alison shared an online article about comparing LMS technologies. There are many LMS alternatives, but the system for Cal Poly needs to be focused on higher education and handle a high volume of users. Conversation continued about what Cal Poly might lose by changing LMS. For students, a new system will need to be learned. Faculty will need to reorganize files and rebuild courses.

**Action Items:**

1. Alison/Kathryn: Send to SC3 the links to the articles about LMS comparisons